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Amalgamated free product 
over Cartan subalgebra, II 

Supplementary Results & Examples 

Yoshimichi U eda 

§1 Introduction 

Let A -;;2 D <;;; B be two von Neumann algebras together with 
a common Cartan subalgebra. Then the amalgamated free product 
M = A* DB with respect to the unique conditional expectations from A, 
B onto D can be considered. In our previous paper [Ul], the questions 
of its factoriality and type classification were discussed in detail, which 
will be reviewed in §4. The main purpose of the paper is to give fur
ther supplementary results obtained after the completion of the previous 
paper together with discussions on some examples. 

The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to the organiz
ers Bruce Blackadar & Hideki Kosaki for inviting him to the US-Japan 
seminar 1999 held at Fukuoka, Japan and for giving opportunity to 
present this work. 

§2 Amalgamated Free Products of von Neumann algebras 

Let A -;;2 D <;;; B be 0'-finite von Neumann algebras, and let Efj 
A____, D, Ef5 : B ____, D be faithful normal conditional expectations. Then 
one can consider the amalgamated free product of A and B over D with 
respect to the conditional expectations Efj, Ef5: 

(M, Eljf) =(A, Efj) *D (B, Ef5). 

It is defined as a pair of a von Neumann algebra M into which the triple 
A -;;2 D <;;; B is embedded and a faithful normal conditional expectation 
Eljf : M ____, D, and characterized by the following three conditions: 

• M is generated by the subalgebras A, B; 
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• EffiA = E~, Effls = Ezs; 
• A, E are free with amalgamation over D in the D-probability 

space (M ;2 D, Ejf), see [VDN], i.e., 

Ejf ( {alternating words in A 0 , E 0 }) = 0, 

where we denote A 0 = KerE~, Eo = KerEzs as usual. 

For the details, we refer to [P2],[VDN],[U1] (see also [BD]). 

In analysis on type III factors, modular automorphisms are of central 
importance so that we need to compute the modular automorphisms 

<.poEM 
crt D (t E R) for a faithful normal state r.p on D. 

Theorem 2.1. ([Ul, Theorem 2.6]) We have 

(2.1) 

The modular operator b.<.poEif and the modular conjugation JM can 

be also computed explicitly. (See [U1, Appendix I].) 

§3 Amalgamated Free Products over Cartan Subalgebras 

Let A and E be von Neumann algebras with separable preduals, and 
we suppose that they have a common Cartan subalgebra D or equiva
lently that there is a common subalgebra D satisfying: 

• D is a MASA in both A and E; 
• there are (automatically unique faithful) normal conditional ex

pectations E~ : A---+ D, EfS : E---+ D; 
• the normalizers NA(D), Ns(D) generate the whole A, E, re

spectively. 

(See [FM].) Let 

(M,Ejf) = (A,E~) *D (E,Ezs), 

and we will write M = A * D E since there is no other choice of normal 
conditional expectations from A, E onto D. 

The triple A ;2 D ~ E produces two countable non-singular Borel 
equivalence relations RA, R 3 over a common standard Borel probability 
space (X, J..L) in such a way that 

(3.1) A= w;A (RA), E = w;B (Rs), D = L00 (X, J..L), 
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where w;A (R.A), w;B (R.B) denote the von Neumann algebras con
structed from R. A, R. B together with relevant 2-cocycles a A, a B, re
spectively, by the Feldman-Moore construction ([FM]). After fixing a 
point realization D = L=(x, p,), such a pair (R.A, R.8 ) is uniquely de
termined up to null set. (This fact will be discussed in [U2] in detail.) 
Therefore, the countable non-singular Borel equivalence relation 

is a canonical object attached to the triple A 2 D ~ B, and we call this 
equivalence relation the canonical equivalence relation associated . with 
the amalgamated free product M =A *DB or the triple A 2 D ~B. 

§4 Factoriality & Type Classification ( [Ul]) 

In this section, we review our previous paper [U1]. 

Let A 2 D ~ B be as in §3, i.e., two von Neumann algebras (with 
separable preduals) and a common Cartan subalgebra. We here discuss 
the amalgamated free product M = A *DB. The first problem is its 
factoriality, namely, to find a suitable sufficient condition for the amal
gamated free product M to be a factor. A satisfactory answer to the 
problem was given in our previous paper. 

Theorem 4.1. ([Ul, Theorem 4.3]) If either A orB is a factor 
of non-type I, then the amalgamated free product M = A * D B over a 
common Cartan subalgebra D becomes a factor. More precisely, if A (or 
B) is a factor of non-type I, then there is a faithful normal state cp on 
D such that 

(4.1) (AcpoE;j)' n M ~A (resp. (BcpoEf)' n M ~B). 

Furthermore, if A (or B) is further assumed to be of type III>. (0 < >. :::; 
1), then the state cp can be chosen in such a way that 

(4.2) (AcpoE;j)' n A= C1 ( resp. (BcpoEf,)' n B = C1). 

This result can be generalized further. Such a generalization will be 
discussed later, see Remark 4.8 (2),(3). 

The second problem seems Murray-von Neumann-Connes' type clas
sification of the amalgamated free product M. In this direction, we 
obtained the following corollaries of Theorem 4.1: 
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Corollary 4.2. [Ul, Corollary 4.5]) Suppose that both A and 
B are factors of non-type I. If M =A *DB is of type Ilia, then both A 
and B must also be of type lila. 

Corollary 4.3. {[Ul, p.377]) Suppose that both A and B are 
factors of non-type I. 
(1) If either A or B of type Il1 and if M = A * D B is semi-finite (i.e., 
has a faithful semi-finite normal trace), then M must be of type Il1. 
(2) If either A orB is of type III>. (0 <A< 1), then M =A *DB must 
be of type III,>.l/n or of type III1. 
(3) If _either A orB is of type III1, then M =A *DB must be of type 
rrrl. 

log A 
(4) If A is of type Ilh and B of type III~' with -1 - <f. Q, then M = 

ogf..L 
A *DB must be of type III1. 

For a while, we assume that A :2 D ~ B is a general triple of a

finite von Neumann algebras together with faithful normal conditional 
expectations E~ : A ---+ D, E.f5 : B ---+ D, and let 

M A B (M,Ev) = (A,Ev) *D (B,Ev) 

be the amalgamated free product. Choose and fix a faithful normal state 
rp on D, and we set: 

and 

A:= A ~ <poEA R :;2 D := D ~a'P R ~ B := B ~ <poEB R, 
u D u D 

M := M ~ <poEM R. 
a D 

Then there are faithful normal conditional expectations 

lit: A---+ D; lit (I: a(t)A(t)dt) :=I: E~(a(t))A(t)dt, 
EE: jj---+ jj; EE (I: b(t)A(t)dt) :=I: E.f5(b(t))A(t)dt, 

Eg: M---+ D; Eg (I: m(t)A(t)dt) :=I: E:pf (m(t))A(t)dt. 

Theorem 4.4. {[Ul, Theorem 5.1]) In the current general set
ting, we have 

(4.3) (M,Eg) ~(A, lit) *i5 (ii,Eg). 
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Moreover, the dual action e[A (t E R) associated with M is determined 
by those Bf, Bf associated with A, B, respectively, in such a way that 

( 4.4) 

Let us return to the original setting, namely, the triple A :2 D ~ B 
consists of two von Neumann algebras with separable preduals and a 
common Cartan subalgebra. By Theorem 4.4, we have 

(4.5) M ( = A--:;--B) ~A *15 B. 

Since D is also a common Cartan subalgebra in both A and B, we write 

A*15 Bas the amalgamated free product von Neumann algebra of A and 

B over D with respect to the conditional expectations Jii, BE since no 
confusion is possible. 

We further suppose that both A and Bare factors of non-type I in 
what follows. Theorem 4.4 (or ( 4.5)) together with the proof of Theorem 
4.2 implies 

Theorem 4.5. ([Ul, Theorem 5.4]) In the current setting, we 
have 

(4.6) z(Ni) = Z(A) n Z(B) ~ i5. 

Let (XA, ptA), (XB, ptE) be the flows of weights ([CT]) of A, B, 
respectively. Fix a point realization D = L=(x, f.L), and set XD :=X x 
R equipped with the usual product measure df.L0e-tdt and Pf(x, s) := 

(x, s + t). Then there are two factor maps 

since Dis a common Cartan subalgebra in both A, B. Let (XM, ptM) be 
the flow of weights of M. Theorem 4.5 says that there are three factor 
maps 
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Corollary 4.6. ([Ul, Corollary 5.6]) The flow (XM, Fr) is de
termined as the unique maximal common factor flow of those (XD, FP), 
(XA, F/), and (XB, FtB). 

This corollary explains all the type classification results mentioned 
before. Indeed, if A (or B) is a factor of type III1 , then the flow of 
weights (XA, FtA) (resp. (XB, FtB)) is trivial (see [CT],[T2]), i.e., the 
one-point flow, and hence the corollary says that so is the flow of weights 
(XM,FtM), which means that M is of type III1 . The others can be also 
explained similarly. 

Corollary 4.7. ([Ul, Corollary 5.8]) If A and B coincide with 
each other, i.e., A = B, then the amalgamated free product M = A * D B 
(= A *D A) and A (= B) have the same flow of weights. In particu
lar, any ergodic flow can be realized as the flow of weights of a certain 
amalgamated free product. 

Remarks 4.8. A few remarks are in order. 
(1) Corollary 4.6 has the trivial reformulation: The flow of weights 
(XM, FtM) coincides with the associated flow ([HOO],[Kr],[FM]) of the 
canonical equivalence relation RM introduced in §3. 
(2) Based on Theorem 4.4, (4.3) (or (4.5)) together with the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, we can show the following: Let A and B be von Neumann 
algebras (with separable preduals) having no type I direct summand, 
and let D be a common Cartan subalgebra. Then we have 

(4.7) 

This implies 
(4.8) 

Z(A--;;-B) = Z(A) n Z(B) (s;;; D). 

Z(A *DB) = Z(A--;;-B) 0 M = Z(A)OA n Z(B)0 B = Z(A) n Z(B) (s;;; D) 

thanks to (4.4) and the continuous decomposition theorem [T2]. 
(3) The (4.8) in the above (2) can be reformulated as follows: Under 
the assumption that both A and B have no type I direct summand, the 
amalgamated free product M = A * D B is a factor if and only if the 
canonical equivalence relation RM is ergodic. 

§5 Miscellaneous Results 

5.1. Let A :2 D s;;; Band EfJ: A-+ D, EJ5: B-+ D be as in §2, and let 

(M, Eff) = (A, EfJ) *D (B, Efj) 
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be the amalgamated free product. Suppose that M has separable pred
ual, or equivalently that so do both A and B, and further that we have 
known that 

(5.1.1) Z(M) = Z(A) n Z(B) ~ Z(D). 

Then we have the following simultaneous direct integral decompositions: 

M = lnffJ M(w) dv(w) 2 A= fnffJ A(w) dv(w) :::> D = fnffJ D(w) dv(w) 

M = lnffJ M(w) dv(w) 2 B = fnffJ B(w) dv(w) :::> D = fnffJ D(w) dv(w) 

with Z(M) = L00 (0, v). Let 

1i = lnffJ 1i(w) dv(w) 

be the corresponding direct integral decomposition of 1i = L2 (M). We 
may and do assume that w c---+ 1i(w) is a constant field of the separable 
infinite dimensional Hilbert space. The conditional expectations Etf, 
Efy, E}5 are also decomposed as follows: 

Etf = lnffJ (Etf)w dv(w), 

Efy = lnffJ (Efy)w dv(w), E}5 = lnffJ (Ef5)w dv(w), 

Theorem 5.1. Under the hypothesis (5.1.1}, we have 

(5.1.2) (M(w), (Etf)w) ~ (A(w), (Efy)w) *D(w) (B(w), (Ef5)w) 

for almost every w E 0. 

Before going to the proof, we provide a suitable (for our purpose) 
reformulation of freeness. Let (N 2 L, E: N- L) be a £-probability 
space, i.e., N 2 Lis an inclusion of unital algebras with the same unit 
and E : N - L is a conditional expectation in the purely algebraic 
sense. Assume that N 1 , N2 are unital algebras containing L in common. 
We introduce the operation x EN c---+ [x] 0 := x- E(x), and the freeness 
(with amalgamation over L) of the pair N 1 , N2 can be interpreted as 
follows: 
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Lemma 5.2. The pair N 1 , N 2 are free with amalgamation over L 
if and only if the mapping 

is identically zero. Here, A(N1 , N2 ) is the set of those finite alternating 
sequences (x1, x2, · · ·, xn) of elements in N1 UN2 with Xi E Nj(i), j(l) #-
j(2) #- · · · #- j(n). 

In our case, the operation mE M f---+ [m] 0 := m- EJ!f (m) E M 0 := 

KerEJf is normal and linear, and can be (direct integral) decomposed 
as follows: 

[ ·]
0 = L83

[. e dv(w), 

where [m(w)e = m(w) -(Ef!f)w(m(w)), a normal linear map, for almost 
every wE 0. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since both A and B have separable preduals, 
one can choose countable families {ak}kEN, {bk}kEN in such a way that 
they generate A and B, respectively. Let 

Then we can choose a co-null Borel subset 0 1 of 0 in such a way that 
for every wE 01 

(a) M(w) is generated by A(w) and B(w); 
(b) (Ef!f)w : M(w) ~ D(w), (Efy)w : A(w) ~ D(w), (EfS)w : 

B(w) ~ D(w) are faithful normal conditional expectations and 

(c) A(w) and B(w) are generated by the ak(w)'s and the bk(w)'s, 
respectively. 

Replacing the ak's (resp. the bk's) by all the finite products of them 
and their adjoints from the beginning, we may and do assume, instead 
of (c), that 

(c)' the linear span of the ak(w)'s (resp. the bk(w)'s) forms a (}'
weakly dense *-subalgebra of A(w) (resp. B(w)). 

The restriction of the map <f>(A,B) to the subset A( { ak}kEN, {bk}kEN) 
is identically zero by the freeness of the pair A, B (see Lemma 5.2). 
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Therefore, there is a co-null Borel subset 0 0 of 0 1 such that 

<I>(A(w),B(w)) ((ml(w), m2(w), · · ·, mn(w))) 

= (Eff)w([ml(w)]~[m2(w)]~ · · · [mn(w)]~) = 0 

for every (m1(x), m2(x ), · · ·, mn(x )) E A( { ak(w )}kEN, {bk(w)}kEN) and 
for every w E 0 0 . Since the operation y f--+ [y]~ is normal and linear, 
the mapping <I>(A(w),B(w)) itself is identically zero thanks to (c)' with the 
aid of the Kaplansky density theorem. Hence, A(w) and B(w) are free 
with amalgamation over D(w) for every w E 0 0 by Lemma 5.2. Hence 
we have proved the assertion. D 

5.2. We would like to apply Theorem 5.1 to amalgamated free products 
over Cartan subalgebras. In what follows, we suppose that the triple 
A :2 D s;;; B consists of factors (with separable preduals) of non-type I 
and a common Cartan subalgebra. The starting point of the discussion 
is Theorem 4.5, (4.6): 

Z(M) = Z(A) n Z(B) s;;; i5. 

Theorem 5.1 implies 

Corollary 5.3. Almost every factor M(x) in the central decom
position 

of the continuous core M can be written as an amalgamated free product 
over a common Cartan subalgebra. 

Here, we further suppose that M is of type III>. (0 < >.. < 1), or 
equivalently that the flow of weights (X M, Fr) is an (essentially) tran
sitive flow with period -log>.. (see [CT],[T2]) so that we may and do 
assume that 

XM = [0, -log>..), FtM =the translation by t (mod: -log>..). 

Since Fr is transitive, we have M(O) ~ M(x) for every x E XM 

[0, -log>..), and hence we may and do assume that x E XM f--+ M(x) is 

a constant field of the type Iloo factor M(O). Hence, we conclude 
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Corollary 5.4. In the current setting, the (unique) type Iloo factor 
appearing in the discrete decomposition ([Cl]) of M is written as an 
amalgamated free product over a common Cartan subalgebra. 

5.3. We keep the setting and the notations as in §§5.2. It is known that 
an ergodic free action of a non-amenable discrete group may or may 
not be amenable ([Z], see also §6), or equivalently the associated von 
Neumann factor may or may not be injective (see [C2]) (or hyperfinite), 
and hence it is somewhat non-trivial whether or not the amalgamated 
free product M = A* D B is non-injective. 

Theorem 5.5. In the current setting, there is a copy of the free 

group factor L(JF 2) in the continuous core M which is the range of a 
faithful normal conditional expectation. In particular, M is not injective. 

The non-injectivity result follows also from a result in our resent 
work [U2], where we have shown that the amalgamated free product 
M = A * D B is not a McDuff factor (under the assumption that both A 
and B are factors of non-type I). However, the proof below is still valid 
even in the case that both A and B have no type I direct summand. 
(See Remarks 4.8, (2),(3).) 

Proof. Let Tr M' Tr.A, Tr13, Tr.5 be the canonical traces on M, A, 

B, D, respectively, (scaled in the usual way under the dual actions). It 
can be checked that 

~ 

Tr~ = Tr~ oEM 
M D D 7 

Tr- = Tr~ o EA 
A D D 7 

where EfJ : M ---> D, Jii : A ---> D, JiE : B ---> D are as in §4. As 
in §§6.1, we consider the simultaneous direct integral decompositions 

of the inclusions M -;:2 A, B -;:2 D and the conditional expectations 

EPJ : M ---> D, Jii : A ---> D, Ef5 : B ---> D subject to the central 
decomposition 

thanks to Theorem 4.5, (4.6), and let 

be the corresponding direct integral decomposition. 
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Note that the continuous core M is of type Iloo or of type II 1· (Recall 
that, the continuous core of a von Neumann algebra of type III must 
be of type Iloo, while there is no type change for the other types.) We 

assume that M is of type Iloo in what follows, since the quite similar 
(actually simpler) argument as below apparently works in the type II1 

case. 

Let X be a co-null Borel subset of XM satisfying the same conditions 
(a), (b), (c) as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 with the additional ones: 

(e) Both A(x) and B(x) are von Neumann algebras of type II for 
every x E X. (This follows from the assumption that A and B 
have no type I direct summand.) 

(f) ( Tr15) x o (Eff) x is a faithful normal semi-finite trace, and thus 

so are both (Trvt o (EL5t, (Trv)x 0 (EJ5)x. 
By choosing a much smaller co-null subset instead of X if necessary, the 
set of those (x,p) EX x B(Ho) with the separable Hilbert space 'Ho (on 

which almost every D(w) act), satisfying 

• p = p 2 = p* E D(x); 

• (Trvt (p) = 1 

can be assumed to be Borel. Therefore, the measurable selection prin

ciple enables us to choose a measurable field x E X f----+ Px E D( x) of 

projections such that (Trv)x (Px) = 1 for every x EX, and we set 

Since M is of type Iloo, we have 

('IJ M(x) dJ-L(x) = M = (pMp) ® B(Ho) 
lxM 

= fEB (PxM(x)px) ® B('Ho) dJ-L(x) 
lxM 

with the separable Hilbert space 'H0 . Then we see that, for every x EX, 

• both PxA(x)px and PxB(x)px are of type II1 (thanks to (e),(f)); 
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• PxA(x)px, PxB(x)px are free with amalgamation over D(x)px 

in the D(x)px-probability space (PxM(x)px, (EfJ) x IPxM(x)pJ 

(use (b),(c) and the proof of Theorem 5.1). 

Repeating the argument of the type IIIo case in the proof of [Ul, Lemma 

4.2], we choose two measurable fields x EX r---+ Ux E PxA(x)px, x EX r---+ 

Vx E PxB(x)px of unitaries satisfying 

for every n( # 0) E Z, and set 

Then u, v are free Haar unitaries, and hence the von Neumann subalge

bra N := {u,v}" of pMp is isomorphic to the free group factor L(JF2). 
Notice that N is decomposable relative to Z(M) = L 00 (XM, 11) and that 
ux, Vx also are free Haar unitaries for almost every x E XM. Therefore, 
we have 

and thus 

L(lF2) ® B(Ho) ® Cl <;:;; L(lF2) ® B(Ho) ® Z(M) 

= r) L(JF2) ® B(Ho) d11(x) 
lxM 

<;:;; fEB (PxM(x)px) ® B(1i) d11(x) 
lxM 

= r M(x) d11(x). 
lxM 

Since pMp is of type Il1, the copy of L(lF2) ® B(Ho) in M (or in M(x) 
for almost every x E XM) is clearly the range of a faithful normal 
conditional expectation. Hence we are done. D 

Since the copy of L(JF2) constructed in the proof is well-behaved 

with the central decomposition of M, we have 
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Corollary 5.6. We enjoy in the same setting as in Theorem 5.5. 
If the amalgamated free product M = A * v B is of type III>., then the 
type Il00 factor appearing in the discrete decomposition of M contains 
a copy of the free group factor L(lF2) which is the range of a faithful 
normal conditional expectation. Therefore, so does the M itself. 

Proof. The first part of the assertion is clear from the proof of 
Theorem 5.5 together with Corollary 5.4. The latter follows from the 
first half and the discrete decomposition theorem ([Cl]) for type III>. 
factors. D 

For a while, we assume that both A and B are general factors (not 
necessary of non-type I) and that D is a common Cartan subalgebra. 
If either A or B is of type In with possibly n = oo, then both must 
coincide, i.e., A= B = Mn(C) or B('J-l). In this case, we can see that 
M =A *v B (=A *D A) is isomorphic to L(lFn_r) 0 A. Therefore, we 
obtain 

Corollary 5.7. The amalgamated free product M = A *DB of 
factors (with separable preduals) over a common Cartan subalgebra is 
injective if and only if either A or B is of type h (and hence A = B = 
M2 (C) and Dis the diagonals). 

This corollary can be thought of as an analogue of the following 
classical group theoretical fact: A free product group G * H is amenable 
if and only if G = H = Z2. 

5.4. We keep the same setting and the notations as in §§5.2 even in 
this subsection. We would like here to show that the amalgamated free 
product M = A* v B is not related to any free group factor as a simple 
application of the striking result [V2] of D. Voiculescu with the aid of 
Theorem 5.1 (or Corollary 5.3, Corollary 5.4). A similar application of 
Voiculescu's result was also given by D. Shlyakhtenko [Sl] in a different 
context. 

When the amalgamated free product M = A* v B is of type II1 , we 
can apply directly Voiculescu's theorem to the case since the normalizer 
NM(D) generates the whole M, and hence M is not isomorphic to any 
(interpolated) free group factor L(lFr) with 0 < r ~ oo. Thus it suffices 
to consider only the infinite cases, and we start with the following lemma: 

Lemma 5.8. Let N ::;:> C be a factor of type It"' and an abelian 
von Neumann subalgebra. Let Tr be a faithful normal semi-finite trace 
on N such that Trlc is semi-finite. Suppose that the normalizer NN(C) 
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generates the whole N. Then, for each finite (in N) non-zero projection 
p E C (such a projection indeed exists since Trlc is semi-finite), the 
normalizer NpNp(Cp) generates the whole pNp. 

Proof. By assumption, we see that the linear span of NN(C) forms 
a a-weakly dense *-subalgebra in N. Hence, the linear span of elements 
of the form pup with u E NN(C) also is a-weakly dense in pNp. Since 
pis finite in N, pNp is a factor of type Ih. Let us denote q and r 
the support and the range projections of pup, respectively. Then the 
projections q, r are in pNp since q, r :::; p. We here need the following 
fact: 

Fact. If p -1- q (or equivalently p -1- r thanks to the fact that pN p 
is finite), then there is an element wE QNpNp(Cp) with w*w = p- q, 
ww* = p- r. Here, QNpNp(Cp) denotes the normalizing groupoid, i.e., 
the set of those partial isometries v E N such that v*v, vv* E C and 
vCv* = Cvv*, v*Cv = Cv*v. 

Proof of Fact. Since N is a factor, we have (p- r )N(p- q) -1- {0}, 
and hence there is a unitary v E NN(C) such that (p- r)v(p- q) is 
not equal zero. Thus, there is a non-zero element v0 E QNpNp(Cp) such 
that v0v0 :::; p- q and v0 v0 :::; p- r. We can do the standard exhaustion 
argument thanks to the fact that pN p is finite. Hence we get a desired 
partial isometry. D 

Let w :=pup with u E NN(C), and the above fact says that we 
can choose a unitary iii E NpNp(Cp) in such a way that w = rwq. 
Moreover, q, r can be written as finite linear combinations of unitries 
in Cp, and hence rwq is a finite linear combinations of elements in 
NpNp(Cp). Therefore, any element in pNp can be approximated a
weakly by finite linear combinations of elements in NpNp(Cp). Hence 
we complete the proof of the lemma. D 

Proposition 5.9. We enjoy in the same setting as in Theorem 
5.5. 
(1) If the amalgamated free product M =A *DB is of type II00 , then M 
is not isomorphic to any L(lFr) 0 B(H.) with 0 < r:::; oo. 
(2) If the amalgamated free product M = A * D B is of type III, then 
almost every type Iloo factor appearing in the central decomposition of 

the continuous core M is not isomorphic to any L(lF r) 0 B(H.) with 
0 < r :::; oo. 
(3) If the amalgamated free product M = A *DB is of type III,A (0 < 
A < 1), then the type II00 factor appearing in the discrete decomposition 
is not isomorphic to any L(lFr) 0 B(H.) with 0 < r:::; oo. 
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Proof. All the assertions follow from [V2, 5,3 Theorem, 7.4 Corol
lary] with the aid of Lemma 5.8. When showing the assertions (2), (3), 
we further need Corollary 5.3, Corollary 5.4, respectively. D 

§6 Example I. Boundary Actions of Free Groups 

6.1. Let X be a finite set with lXI?: 2, and we set x- 1 := {x-\ x EX}. 
We consider the free group r := JF(X) over the generators X and its 
boundary ar. In this case, the boundary ar is defined as the one-sided 
shift space of the alphabets Xu x- 1 determined by the forbidden blocks 
(x- 1x), (xx- 1 ), equipped with the usual product topology. It is plain 
to see that ar is identified with the set of semi-infinite reduced words 
in Xu x-1 . We will freely use these two different descriptions in what 
follows. The group r acts topologically on the boundary ar by the left 
multiplication, i.e., for ryE f and for w = w1w2 · · · E 8f, 

ry · w :=the reduced form of the word ryw1w2 · · •. 

6.2. We decompose the set X into two disjoint non-empty subsets X1 , 

X2 with X = X1 u X2. Then we have r = f1 * f2 with f1 = JF(XI), 
f 2 = JF(X2). The boundaries 8f1, 8f2 can be (topologically) embedded 
into ar as follows: 

ar 1 =the shift subspace of ar 

with extra forbidden blocks (x), X E X2, 

ar 2 =the subset of ar 

with extra forbidden blocks (x), X E X1. 

Therefore, the subspaces ar 1, ar 2 are closed and invariant under the 
actions of r 1, r 2 , respectively. We consider the following disjoint de
compositions: 

and note that (8rl)c, (8f2)c are open and invariant under the actions 
of f 1 , f 2 , respectively. We define 

(8fl)j_ := {w = (wn)~= 1 E (8r)c; w1 E X2 U (X2)-1}, 

(8f2)_1_ := {w = (wn)~= 1 E (8r)c; W1 E X1 U (XI)-1}. 
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Let us define the map <1> 1 : r 1 x (8rl)j_ -+ (8rl)c as the restriction of 
the action map r X or-+ or, i.e., 

(6.2.1) 

for each reduced word --y1 · · · '"Yn· Similarly, the map <1>2 : r 2 x (8r2)j_ -+ 
(8r2)c is defined as the restriction of the action map r X ar -7 ar. We 
here note that the topology on ar is generated by the family of clopen 
sets of the form: 

with a reduced word '"Y = '"Yl • • • '"Yn· 

Lemma 6.1. We have 

(6.2.2) (8rl)c = U u O('"Yw), 
'YEr1 wEX 2u(X 2)- 1 

(6.2.3) (8rl)c = U u O('"Yw). 
'YEr2 wEX1U(X1)- 1 

It is plain to check that 

(1) the maps <1> 1 , <1>2 are bijections; 
(2) <Pk(b} X O(w1·· ·wn)) = O('"Yw1·· ·Wn) (k = 1,2) 

with a reduced word w1 · · · Wn· 

Therefore, thanks to Lemma 6.1, we see that <1> 1 , <1>2 send all the basic 
clopen sets to all those, when the product topologies of the discrete 
one and the induced one from or are considered on both r 1 X (or 1 )j_, 
r 2 X (or 2) j_. It is also plain to check that 

and hence we conclude 

Proposition 6.2. The maps <Pl : rl X (8rl)j_ -7 (8rl)c, <1>2 : r2 X 
(8r2)j_ -+ (8r2)c are homeomorphisms, and via these homeomorphisms, 
the actions ojrl, rz on (8rl)c, (8rz)c are conjugate to those ojrl, rz 
on rl X (orl)j_, rl X (or2)j_ which are defined as the product action of 
the translation and the trivial one. 
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6.3. Let n = lXI and n1 = IX1I, n2 = IX2I· We discuss here the proba
bility measure J.L on the boundary ar defined in such a way that 

with the word length function £( · ). It is known that the measure J.L 
is quasi-invariant under the action of r. (See [KS].) The non-singular 
action of r on the probability space (ar, J.L) can be checked to be free 
and ergodic (see [RR],[KS],[PS]). Moreover, J. Ramagge & G. Robertson 
[RR] showed that the action of r is of type III_1_ so that the crossed-

2n-1 

product M = L 00 (8r,J.L) >1 r is a factor of type III_1_. Moreover, 
2n-l 

S. Adams' result [A] (see also [Ver, Example 2 in p. 89]) implies that 
the factor is injective. (It should be remarked that the Cuntz-Krieger 
algebra interpretation for boundary actions provided by J. Spielberg 
[Sp] together with M. Enomoto, M. Fujii & Y. Watatani [EFW] also 
shows that the crossed-product is the injective factor of type III_l_.) 

2n-l 

Set A := L 00 (8r, J.L) >1 r 1 , B := L 00 (8r, J.L) >1 r 2 , and it is plain to see 
that, the crossed-product is written as an amalgamated free product 
over a common Cartan subalgebra, that is, we have M ~ A * D B with 
D := L 00 (8r, J.L). Therefore, the boundary action of the free group r 
provides an example of an injective factor arising as an amalgamated 
free product over a common Cartan subalgebra. 

6.4. Since 

we have 

00 

m=l --yEr1 wE::t 2u(::t 2)- 1 
£(--y)=m 

= n2 + 2n1n2 . "'""' 2nl- 1 oo ( )m-1 
n n(2n-1) ~ 2n-1 

= 1 (by n = n1 + n2). 
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Similarly, we have J.L((8f2 )c) = 1. Hence, we obtain 

(6.4.1) J.L(arl) = J.L(arz) = o. 

Furthermore, we have 

and hence 

(6.4.2) 

1 ( 1 )R(r)+m-1 
J.L(<h({r}xO(wl · · ·wm))) = 2n 2n _ 1 

( 
1 )R(r) 1 ( 1 )m-1 

2n - 1 x 2n 2n - 1 

( 
1 )£(r) 

with the measure 8k ( { '/}) = --- equivalent to the counting 
2n-1 

measure. From the discussions above, we conclude 

Proposition 6.3. We have 

(6.4.3) 

(6.4.4) 

L oo ( ar, J.L) ~ r 1 = L oo ( ( ar I) c, J.L) ~ r 1 

~ (Coo (f I) ~ r 1) ® Loo ( ( ar I).l, J.Li(ar,JJ.), 

L 00 (8f,J.L) ~ fz = L00 ((8fz)c,J.L) ~ fz 

~ (Coo (fz) ~ fz) ® Loo (( ar z).l, J.Li (ar2 )1.) · 

The isomorphisms are induced from the maps <P 1 , <P 2 , respectively. In 
particular, the crossed-products both are of homogeneous type 100 . 

Therefore, we have seen that the free components of our injective 
amalgamated free product M = A * D B both are of homogeneous type 
Ioo. 

6.5. At the end of this section, we give a criterion on injectivity of 
amalgamated free products over Cart an subalgebras. Let M = A * D B 
be an amalgamated free product over a common Cartan subalgebra. 
Here, we do not assume that A and B are factors nor that they have no 
type I direct summand. We choose central projections PA, PB of A, B 
in such a way that both ApA and BpB have no type I direct summand. 
Since Dis a Cartan subalgebra in both A and B, the projections PA, PB 

are in D so that p := PAPB = PBPA is also a projection in D. Suppose 
here that pis non-zero. Then the reduced von Neumann algebra pMp 
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contains both pAp and pEp, and their freeness can be easily checked 
with respect to the conditional expectation 

(Eff)v := EffivMp : pMp---+ Dp. 

It can be easily checked that the continuous cores satisfy 

(6.5.1) pMp = pMp, pAp= pAp, pEp= pEp, Dp = Dp. 

Hence we get the inclusion relations 

~ ~- ~ 

(6.5.2) pMp 2 pAp 2 Dp, pMp 2 pEp 2 Dp. 

We can easily see that the conditional expectation 

coincides with 

(Eff) := Effl M : pMp---+ Dp. p p p 

Hence we can show that, the von Neumann subalgebra 

is identified with the amalgamated free product over a common Carlan 
subalgebra 

(pAp) *nv (pEp). 

Notice here that 

• both pAp and pEp have no type I direct summand; 

• there is a faithful normal conditional expectation from pMp 

onto N since N is invariant under the modular action ato(iiff)p 
(t E R) with a faithful normal state 'ljJ on Dp thanks to [Tl] 
and Theorem 1.1. 

Thus we apply the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.5 (see 
after the statement of that theorem) to the amalgamated free product 

~ 

N, and as a consequence we get a copy of the free group factor in pM p 
as the range of a faithful normal conditional expectation from N (and 

hence from PMP). Therefore, pMp is not injective, and neither is M. 
Therefore, we conclude 
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Proposition 6.4. In the current setting, if the amalgamated free 
product M = A * D B is injective, then the non-type I direct summands 
in A and B need not meet (in D), i.e., their support central projections 
are disjoint (in D). 

Remark 6.5. One can construct two von Neumann algebras A, B with 
a common Cartan subalgebra Din such a way that (i) A has the non
type I direct summand and B ~ L00 (0) ® B(1t) (possibly with any 
dimension dim'H ~ 2); (ii) the amalgamated free product A *DB is 
injective. (Compare with Proposition 6.3, 6.4.) 

§7 Example II. Number of Free Components 

Let A :2 D ~ B be a-finite von Neumann algebras with faithful 
normal conditional expectations Efy :A---+ D, EE : B---+ D, which are 
assumed to be of the form: 

with 

where the eij 's are the natural matrix units and will be denoted by ej 

or eZ instead of eij when regarded as elements in A or B, to avoid any 
confusion. We further suppose that B 0 (and hence B itself) is injective 
or hyperfinite, has no type I direct summand, and that Do is a Cartan 
subalgebra. Thanks to A. Connes, J. Feldman & B. Weiss [CFW], we 
may and do assume that there is a unitary u E B 0 such that 

B 0 =< D0 ,u >", E-g~(un) = 0 as long as n =f. 0, 

and the automorphism Adu E. Aut( Do) is denoted by a. 
In this setting, we will investigate the reduced von Neumann algebra 

pMp of the amalgamated free product: 

(M,Eff) = (A,Efy) *D (B,EE) 

by a minimal projection p := 1 ® e11 in the common subalgebra Cl ® 
e=(N). 

We introduce the following notation rule: 

[a]j :=a® ej in A, and [b]~ := b ® e~ in B, 
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and, in what follows, will freely use the identification: 

Lemma 7 .1. We have 

(7.1) [a1Jj · [a2]~£ = Djk · [a1a2]~, [bi]~ · [b2]~£ = Djk • [b1b2]~. 
(7.2) ej·[a]~£ = Ojk·[a]~ = [a]j·e~£> e~·[b]~e = Djk·[b]~ = [b]~·e~e· 
(7.3) [a]j* = [a*]~, [b]~* = [b*]~. 

Lemma 7.2. The von Neumann algebra B is generated by D 0 0C1 
and partial isometries [un]fL n E Z, i = 2, 3 ... 

Set u(n, i) := efi · [un]~, n E Z, i = 2, 3, ... , a unitary in pMp. 

Lemma 7.3. We have, for each n E Z, i = 2, 3, ... , 

whenever k =1- 0 ( E Z). 

Proof. We may and do assume k > 0 since E-tf (u(n, i)-k) 
E-tf ( u( n, i)k)*. Notice that 

{ 
E-tf ( efi) = EJj( efi) = 0 as long as i =1- 1, 

E"tf([unJm = EE(un 0 e~) =oil. EE~(un) = 0 as long as i =/:-1. 

Therefore, by the freeness, we have, for n E Z, i =1- 1, 

Hence we are done. D 

We define the faithful normal conditional expectation 

(E"tf)p := E"fflpMp: pMp---+ Dp =Do 0 Cp 

(which is well-defined since p is in the smaller algebra D). 

Lemma 7 .4. The family 

{Ao 0 Cp} U {u(n,i): n E Z,i = 2,3, ... } 
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is free with amalgamation over Do® Cp with respect to (B~)p· 

Proof. Since all the u( n, i)'s normalize the subalgebra Do® Cp and 
since (Do® Cp)(A0 ® Cp) and (A0 ® Cl)(Do ® Cl) are contained in 
( A0 ® Cp), it suffices to show that 

(7.4) 
E~ ([a1]11 u( n1, il)k1 [a2]11 u( n2, i2)k2 

· · · [amJ11 u(nm, im)k= [am+1J11) = 0 

whenever all k1 's are not equal to 0, the beginning and the ending letters 

a 1,am+1 are the identity 1 or in A0 := KerE~~' and the other aj's are 

(7.5) 

We have, for a E A, 

_ [ -n1JB A [ -n1JB [ ]A [ n2JB A [ n2JB - u 1 · e · 1 · · · u 1. a . . u . 1 · · · e1 . · u . 1 ~1 Z1 21 2122 22 22 22' 

u(n1, il)k1 [a]u u(n2, i2) -k2 

= e~1 [Un 1 ]~1 ·· ·e~1 [Un 1 ]~daJ11[u-n2 ]~2 e~1 · ·· [u-n2 ]~2 e~ll 

Thus, if k1, k2 -=f. 0 and if a is such as in (7.5), we see that 

u(n1,il)-k1[aJ11u(n2,i2)k2 E [u-n 1 ]~ 1 ~[un2 ]fz 1 
alternating 

~ BoAo .. ·AoBo, 

u(n1, i1 )k1 [a] u u( n2, i2) -k2 E u( n1, il) A 0 • • ·A 0 u( n2, i2)* 
'---.----' 

Notice that 

alternating 

~ A o . Bo . A o ... A o . Bo . A o. 

(i1 -=f.i2), 

(i1 =i2) 

as long as (n1, il) -=f. (n2, i2), and one can easily check the desired equality 
(7.4) based on the above facts. D 
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Thanks to Lemma 7.2 together with [Vl, 3.l.Lemma], we see that 
the reduced von Neumann algebra pMp is generated by 

ejj· (a 01) · e-]i = 8ii ·(a 0 p), a E A; 

ejj · et£ · e-]i = 8ik · Dtj · p; 

ejj· [un]~1 · e"]i = 8ik · Dj1 · u(n, i), n E Z, i = 2, 3, .... 

We set 

N(n,i) :={Do 0 Cp,u(n,i)}" ~Do ~an Z (thanks to Lemma 7.3) 

with the conditional expectation 

E(n,i) = E:fiN(n,i): N(n,i)---+ Do 0 Cp ~Do, 

which coincides with the canonical one from Do ~an Z onto D0 . 

Summing up the discussions above, we conclude 

Theorem 7.5. We have 

(7.6) (pMp, (E:f)p) ~ (Ao, E~0 ) *Do ( * (N(n, i), E(n i))) . 
0 nEZ ' 

i=2,3, ... 

Here, the amalgamated free product 

* (N(n, i), E(n i)) 
nEZ ' 

i=2,3, ... 

is noting less than the crossed product of D0 by the free group lF 00 with 
countably many generators, whose action is defined as follows: 

Here, (,8)*~'~ means the free product of countably infinite copies of an 
automorphism ,8. 

We further suppose that A = B, that is, A0 = B0 = D 0 ~a Z. Theo
rem 7.5 says that the reduced von Neumann algebra pMp is isomorphic 
to the crossed product of Do by the free group lF 00 whose action is 

a* ((Id)*~'~ *(a)*~'~* (a- 1 )*~'~ *···*(an)*~'~* (a-n)*~'~* .. ·) 

= (Id)*~'~ *(a)*~'~* (a- 1 )*~'~ *···*(an)*~'~* (a-n)*~'~* .... 

Here, this equality follows from the simple fact: a* (a)*~'~= (a)*~'~. 
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Remark 7.6. The result obtained in this section is thought of as a neg
ative evidence towards generalizing the work [G] on the invariant "cost" 
of D. Gaboriau to general non-singular discrete measured groupoids. 
Roughly speaking, the "cost" counts the number of free components 
in a given finite-measure preserving countable equivalence relation, and 
recently D. Shlyakhtenko [S2] generalized further to finite-measure pre
serving discrete groupoids from the free entropic viewpoint. Our result 
here says that the number of free components cannot be determined in 
the general non-singular case. Indeed, we suppose that our A = B is a 
factor of type III (or of type Il00 ) and that Dis a Cartan subalgebra as 
before. Then the amalgamated free product M is also a factor of type 
III and captured as a groupoid von Neumann algebra (see [Ks]). We 
can then choose an isometry v E A in such a way that vDv* = Dp with 
vv* = p E D. The Adv gives rise to an isomorphism between M :2 D 
and pMp :2 Dp. Moreover, we can show 

(7.8) (Eff)p o Adv = Adv o Eff, 

and hence (M :2 D, Eff) can be identified with (pMp :2 Dp, (Eff)p), 
and the former has two free components, but the latter has infinite 
ones. 

The discussions here (with trivial changes) also implies 

Corollary 7. 7. Let N be an infinite injective factor of non-type I 
with a Cartan subalgebra D. Then we have 

(7.9) N*vN~N*vN*vN~···~N*vN*vN*v···. 

Remark 7.8. One may replace B(£2 (N)) by k x k matrix algebra Mk(C) 
in the setting, and the discussion here still works without any essential 
change and the assertion (7.6) should be changed to 

so that if A 0 = B 0 then pMp is the crossed-product of D 0 by the free 
group lF 00 whose action is: 

(7.11) 

This is in particular thought of as a reduction formula of the amalga
mated free product R *DR of two copies of the injective II1 factor R 
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over a common Cartan subalgebra D thanks to [CFW]. The result says 
that, if the amalgamated free product R * D R had the whole fundamen
tal group (defined as in [Pl]) F(R *DR 2 D) = R~, then the number 
of its free components would not be able to be determined uniquely. 
This is completely analogous to the situation of free group factors L(lFn) 
with finite n (see [V2, 6.13 Remark]). This analogy is very natural in 
a certain sense, because the amalgamated free product R * D R can be 
regarded as one candidate of the true generalizations of the free group 
factor L(JF2 ) from the view-point of the idea generalizing the group von 
Neumann algebra construction to the group-measure space construction. 
(D. Shlyakhtenko [Sl] provided another candidate "A-valued semicircu
lar systems" from the view-point of Voiculecu's free Gaussian functor 
(see [VDN]).) 
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